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Facility: Heartland International RC
Date of the Incident: 6/16/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 6/17/14
Summary of SIR:
In the context of an initial clinical interview, the minor Josue reported that for approximately a year, he was obligated by
MS-13 gang members to work for them under the threat of bodily harm. He reports that he was told to transport and sell
drugs for the gang, and states that if he were to refuse, then they would become angry and threaten the minor with "13
segundos de golpiza" (thirteen seconds of a beating). He reports that on two occasions in the course of performing work for
the gang. On the first occasion he was held in jail for three days for being found in possession of drugs. On the second
occasion, he was arrested for having run away from the police when they stopped him to search him. He reports that in
January of this year, he decided he no longer wanted to do work for the gang, and began speaking to his mother so that he
may come to the U.S. He reports that he did not like doing the work for the gang, and during the course of the time he
worked for the gang he experienced nightmares almost on a daily basis. While he was planning his journey to the U.S., he
stayed in his house at all times, and hid when the gang members he worked for came to look for him. He stated that while
he waited for his opportunity to depart for the U.S., he was unable to sleep. The minor reports that at the present time, he
does not have difficulty sleeping, eating or concentrating throughout the day. He reports that as he is not in El Salvador, he
feels safe, and looks forward to having a safe life in the U.S. He states that he is only concerned for his safety in El Salvador,
and that he is not worried for his safety at the present time.
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault
Facility: BCFS San Antonio TFC
Date of the Incident: 6/17/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 6/18/14
Summary of SIR: (2)
During individual therapy session, and follow-up with minor in FH, minor reported that over the weekend, another minor in
the home grabbed his hand and pulled it towards his private area, and told minor to touch him. Minor stated he never gave
the other minor permission to grab him or touch him. Minor stated he pulled his hand away and moved away from other
minor. Minor reported this was a one time incident, and that he felt uncomfortable and bad afterwards, but now feels
better since minor is no longer in the FH. During individual therapy session, and follow-up with minor in FH, minor reported
that over the weekend, another minor in the home grabbed his hand and pulled it towards his private area, and told minor
to touch him. Minor stated he never gave the other minor permission to grab him or touch him. Minor stated he pulled his
hand away and moved away from other minor. Minor reported this was a one time incident, and that he felt uncomfortable
and bad afterwards, but now feels better since minor is no longer in the FH.
Incident Type: Sexual Abuse outside the US – UAC Pregnant
Facility: SWK Haciende del Sol
Date of the Incident: 6/18/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 6/18/14
Summary of SIR:
Client reported to clinician that back in her COO, El Salvador, she was sexually assaulted. Client reported that last November
she went to the store around noon and on her way back home from the store, she got forcefully grabbed from behind and
covered her eyes. Client reports that that is all she remembers because the assaulter, who client does not report to know
who he could have been, knock her out unconscious and the next thing she remembers is making it home somehow and
telling her uncle and aunt what had happened. Client reported that they believed her but did not take her to the hospital to
get checked up because it was too far. Short after that, they told her aunt,
client's current sponsor and that is
when her aunt decided to bring her to live with her in Houston, TX, where she is currently residing right now. As a result
from that assault, client is currently pregnant.
Incident Type: Suspected Smuggling/Trafficking
Facility: Morrison Paso SS
Date of the Incident: 6/17/14
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 6/18/14

UAC:
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